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These instructions are the property of the company ŠKRLJ d.o.o. The company reserves the right to make technical and other changes on products and 
the accompanying instructions without a prior notice.

Dear customer !

We appreciate your trust and thank you for buying our product. However, to be able to use it successfully and effectively 
for a long time, we ask you to follow safe usage instructions and warnings from this manual.

This manual contains important information for personnel and product safety and has to be available to the user at all 
times.

IMPORTANT !

Inspect your shipment immediately. Check the product and all parts received and inspect them for potential 
damage that may have occurred during shipping. If shipping damage is found, note it on the packing list and report 
the damage to the carrier or contact the sales representetive. 

If you note some discrepancies or imperfections on the product, we ask you to indicate them in the Acceptance 
form, and if necessary, add some additional documentation (photos, reclamation record). Contact the sales 
representetive or directly the manufacturer SK Group Škrlj d.o.o.
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1 INTRODUCTORY WORDS OF THE MANUFACTURER

The main purpose of these instructions is to ensure the proper use and maintenance of the half-automatic labelling 
machine E03. The labelling machine is used for the attaching self-adhesive labels from the label tape onto bottles or other 
cylindrical objects. Please read these instructions carefully, because only the proper use, settings and maintenance can 
guarantee faultless machine functioning over many years.

The manufacturer refuses any kind of responsibility for the damage caused by negligence or by not following the 
instructions for use, contained in this handbook, properly. Furthermore, the manufacturer rejects any liability for damages 
caused by an improper use of the machine and its accessories.

In case of any doubt and/or need for any additional information, please contact the manufacturer SK Group Škrlj d.o.o. or 
their representative.

2 GUARANTEE

See the guarantee declaration.

3 MEANING OF THE SYMBOLS 

In these instructions, the following symbols are used to warn the user about danger or to give an important information:

Danger due to the electric current.

Important information, warnings of danger, prohibitions, etc.

4 GENERAL SAFETY PRECAUTIONS

The labelling machine contains moving components, therefore it is recommended not to wear any loose 
clothes and jewellery while working with it, whereas long hair should be adequately protected.

The protection placed in front of the labelling machine rollers must be used while working with the 
labelling machine to prevent any accidental squeezing or compression.

The machine can be used only by the properly qualified persons. Children and unqualified persons are not 
allowed to use it.

Damaged or malfunctioned components can be repaired or replaced only by an authorised person. 

In case the repair is done by an unauthorised person, the guarantee is not valid. Any unprofessionally 
performed repair can represent danger for the workmen that are using the machine.

ALWAYS disconnect the machine from the mains power:
 f when it is not in use,
 f before any intervention in the machine,
 f during cleaning, control and maintenance procedures,
 f in case of any danger.

Occasionally check the feeder. If the cable or the switch is damaged, replace the damaged component 
instantly. The repair should be done by a professional electrician.
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5 GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE LABELLING MACHINE E03

5.1 Main components of the labelling machine

5.2 Control panel description

The picture below shows the control panel of the labelling machine with switches that are used for dealing with the 
device.

rewind spool (10)

metal roller (9)

roller (8)

small roller (3)

small roller (7)

fuse

socket

label roll

drive roller (5)

bottle base

control panel

bottle drive roller (4)

roller (6)

knife

additional photocell F2

brush

small roller (2)

photocell F1

label roll base

Emergency STOP 
button 

Main switch
(O)  power off
(I)  power on

Switch S2
for additional photocell F2

Switch S1
(1) label
(2) label + back label

Potentiometer P1
distance between the front and 
back label

Potentiometer P2 
positioning of the label on the bottle 
with emblem or additional label on 
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unwind spool (1)

unwind spool (1)

drive roller (5)
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6 TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

6.1 Technical data of labelling machine

Capacity:  500 to 900 bottles per hour (one label)
Electrical supply:   230 V  50/60 Hz
Grid connection power:   0,2 kW
Sound level:  lower than 55 Db

Framework made of stainless steel material.

External dimensions of labelling machine:

6.2 Models of the semi-automatic labelling machine E03

Model Description

semi-automatic 
labelling machine 

E03

- capacity: 500 – 900 bottles per hour (one label)
- bottle diameter: from 55 to 115 mm
- possibility of labelling the front and back label from one label roller
- label height: up to 190 mm
- lower margin of the labelling tape at 25 mm
- grid connection power: 0,2 kW
- voltage: 230V 50/60Hz
- weight: 45 kg

semi-automatic 
labelling machine 

with additional 
photozell 

E03-PF

- capacity: 500 – 900 bottles per hour (one label)
- bottle diameter: from 55 to 115 mm
- possibility of labelling the front and back label from one label roller
- label height: up to 190 mm
- lower margin of labelling tape at 25 mm
- grid connection power: 0,2 kW
- voltage: 230V 50/60Hz
- weight: 46 kg
- an additional photocell can notice the existing label or emblem on 
the bottle, which enables the precise positioning of an additional 
label on the desired place



max. 180 mm

max. 190 mm

max. 190 mm

min. 2 mm max. 25 mm

max. 25 mm
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6.3 Required characteristics of bottles and other labelling containers

The labelling machine can be used for sticking of labels and/or back labels on:
 f solid objects of cylindrical form
 f cone-shaped containers with cone angle less than  1°  
 f minimal diameter of bottles or other containers: 55 mm
 f maximal diameter of bottles or other containers: 115 mm

Glassy, plastic or metal objects that we are attaching have to be firm enough in order to hold out the pressure of the drive 
roller (5) without being deformed. 

Labels can be put only on solid, cylindrical objects. The maximum permitted pointedness is 1 angular degree 
(deviation of rectangle sides that ‘cuts’ the roller from 90 angular degrees or the right angle).

6.4 Required characteristics of the label roll and labels 
6.4.1 Characteristics of the label roll

Characteristics of the label roll :

 f max. height of the label roll: 190 mm
 f min. inside diameter of the label roll: 42 mm
 f max. outside diameter of the label roll: 275 mm
 f max. weight of the label roll: 3 kg

Tape with labels should be winded on a roll so 
that the labels are facing to the inside in the 
direction of reading. 

Label roll with mass over 3 kg could cause the stripping 
of labels or the labelling tape.

6.4.2 Characteristics of labels

Maximum length: 

label + free space: 180 mm

Maximum length:

label + back label: 190 mm

Maximal label distance from the 
spool base: 25 mm

Gap between two successive labels: 
min. 2 mm
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6.4.3 Characteristics of labels (when using set for longer labels)

Maximum length: 
label + free space: 220 mm

Maximal label distance from 
the spool base: 25 mm

Gap between two successive 
labels: min. 2 mm

7 TRANSPORT AND INSTALLATION

At the delivery you are advised to check whether all the components, stated on the dispatching document, have been 
delivered. If any components are either missing or damaged, contact the producer immediately. 
The labelling machine should be carried by two persons that hold it from below, each from one side. Before unpacking, 
carry the machine as close as possible to the working place.

Place the labelling machine on the table or working desk of a suitable height and carrying capacity. It can also be installed 
on a movable table with wheels. In this case, wheels should serve only for the transport of the labelling machine from one 
working place to another. Before you start working, the wheels have to be blocked.

The working place and place where the labelling machine is stored must be dry. Keep the device protected from humidity.

Before starting and using the labelling machine, please, read the instructions for use carefully to assure its 
flawless functioning and safe working.

8 ELECTRICAL CONNECTION

Connect the labelling machine on one-phase voltage 230V 50/60 Hz.
Connection power: 0,2 kW

Connection plate has to include phase, neutral and earthing conductor and must be properly protected  (depending 
on the system of protection – TN or TT, with fuse up to 16 A). 

Electric connections, including the earthing and fuse protection, must be performed exclusively by a 
professional electrician and in accordance with the valid norms.

Disconnect the labelling machine from the network:

 f when it is not in use,
 f before every review of the machine’s interior,
 f during the cleaning procedure and maintenance,
 f in case of damage on the maschine or electrical cable,
 f in case of any danger.

Occasionally check the feeder. If the cable or the switch is damaged, replace the damaged component 
instantly. The repair should be done by a professional electrician.
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9 OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

9.1 Setting the label roll

Make sure that the main switch is off while setting the label roll.

After placing the labelling machine on the working desk you can set the label roll. When setting the label roll follow the 
arrows on the upper surface of the machine.

photocell F1

levelling ring (A)

brush

small roller (2)

fixation cone element

label roll base

Step 1
Put the label roll onto the roll base and fix it with the fixation cone element. Unwind the label tape on the outer side of 
the labelling machine towards the small roller (2) and the brush. 

Step 2
Pull the tape between the small roller (2) and the brush. Be careful that the upper edge of the levelling ring (A) is at the 
same height as the label roll base. 

levelling ring (A)



small roller (3)
small roller (7)

roller (6)

knife

levelling ring (B)

small 
roller (7)

levelling 
ring (B)

small roller (7)
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Step 5
Pull the tape around the knife and the roller (6). Here the 
label separates itself from the tape and attaches onto the 
bottle.

Step 3
Pull the tape over the photocell F1.

Step 4
Pull the tape between the small rollers (3) and (7) and along 
the inner side of knife.

photocell F1

the label separates
from the tape

Step 6
Pull the tape which is now without the labels forward, over 
the small roller (7). Be cautious to keep the levelling ring (B) 
at the same height as the levelling ring (A). 



roller (8)
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Step 9
Pull the tape around the rewind spool (10) and fix it with the 
fork.

Step 7
Pull the tape around the roller (8).

Step 8
Before you proceed, loosen the small metal roller (9) by pushing handle towards the inside of the labelling machine. Pull 
the tape over the metal roller (9) towards the rewind spool (10).

Step 10
Hereby, the setting of the tape is finished. Finally, pull the 
tape tightly, using the handle.

Step 11
Check if the height of the tape is the same along the entire 
path from the label roller to the final roller. Check also the 
tightness of the tape before the metal roller and behind it.

fork

rewind spool (10)

metal rolle (9)

handle

rewind spool (10)



screw (11)

levelling 
ring (C)

levelling ring (B) levelling ring (A)

brush

screw for setting 
the position of the 
brush

screw for setting the 
height of the brush
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9.2.2 Setting the position of the labelling rings (A) and (B)

Set the desired height of the labelling rings (A) and (B), which are located under the small rollers (2) and (7). The height  
can easily be adjusted by moving the ring up or down.

9.2 Setting of the labelling height

The height, at which the label is attached to the object, must be set on several points of the labelling machine. 

When levelling the height, choose the point of reference. We recommend the upper panel of the labelling 
machine, using the slide gauge.

9.2.1 Setting the  position of the label roll base

Set the position of the label roll base by using the levelling 
ring (C), which is located under the base.

Step 1: Lift and remove the label roll base.
Step 2: Loosen the screw (11). 
Step 3: Set the desired height of the levelling ring.
Step 4: Tighten the screw. 

9.3 Setting the position of the brush 

The pressure of the brush on the labelling roll is regulated by moving the holder on which the brush is mounted. 

Step 1: Loosen the screw, by which the holder is attached to the casing. 
Step 2: Move the holder forwards or backwards, so that the pressure of the brush on the label is suitable.
Step 3: Tighten the screw.

You can also set the height and adjust it to the height of the labelling roll. 



approx. 5 mm.

drive roller (5)

distance between the bottle and 
the drive roller (5)

screw (20)
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9.4 Setting of the drive roller

Before you start setting the position of the drive roller, switch the labelling machine off – turn the main 
switch to the position [O].

Put the bottle on the bottle base. Set the drive roller (5) to the position that the distance between the bottle and the drive 
roller is approx. 5 mm.

The position of the drive roller (5) is adjusted by using the screw (20) on the right side of the labelling machine. The 
procedure goes as follows:

Step 1: 

The drive roller (5) must be distanced from the bottle base. 
If this is not the case, switch on the labelling machine with 
the main switch.

Step 2: 

Press the bottle base. After the completed action, the 
labelling machine stops at the position where the drive 
roller (5) is distanced.

Step 3: 

Switch the labelling machine off. Loosen the screw (20) by 
using the screwdriver no. 13. Set the drive roller (5) by hand 
to the desired distance  (5 mm away from the bottle) and 
tighten the screw (20).



LED
light

potentiometer PO -
setting the sensitivity of the photocell

free space

photocell
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9.5 Photocell F1 (SR31)

The photocell F1 senses the space between two labels on the tape. Its sensitivity is already set by the manufacturer, but 
because of different label types sometimes it needs to be corrected.

9.5.2 Setting the sensitivity of the photocell

If the LED light on the photocell does not light up at all or lights up by passing the free space between two labels over the 
photocell, the photocell sensitivity must be re-set. 

The procedure of photocell sensitivity re-setting is as follows:

Step 1: Push the handle towards the inside of the labelling machine to loosen the tape with labels.

Step 2: Switch on the labelling machine.

Step 3: Pull the tape with labels slowly by hand, until one free space passes over the photocell sensor.

Step 4: Pull the tape again so that the free space is positioned in the middle of the photocell’s range and it can be 
detected by sensor.

A detailed description of the photocell SR31 can be found in the enclosed original instructions of the 
photocell manufacturer.

9.5.1 Checking the setting of the photocell

Check the setting of the photocell as follows:

Step 1: Push the handle towards the inside of the labelling machine to loosen the tape with labels.

Step 2: Switch the labelling machine on.

Step 3: Roll up the tape slowly by hand, until two labels pass over the photocell sensor. 

Step 4: The sensitivity of the photocell is correctly set, if the yellow LED indicator on the photocell 
lights up by passing the label and switches off by passing the free space between two labels.

The photocell does not detect transparent labels.



potentiometer PO

LED light

roller (6)

bottle drive 
roller (4)

knife

detached label  
(3 to 5 mm)

bottle base

drive roller (5)
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Step 5: Turn the potentiometer PO with a little screwdriver 
in a counter-clockwise direction until the yellow LED light on 
the photocell switches off.

If at the beginning of the step 5 the yellow light is not 
switched on, follow this procedure:

 - Step 5.1: Turn the potentiometer PO in a clockwise 
direction until the LED light switches on.

 - Step 5.2: Turn the potentiometer PO in a counter-
clockwise direction until the LED light switches off.

Step 6: Pull the tape with labels slowly again so that the photocell sensor is now pointing to the label and not to the free 
space. 

Step 7: Turn the potentiometer PO in the clockwise direction until the LED light switches on and count how many times 
you have turned the potentiometer.

Step 8: Turn the potentiometer PO in a counter-clockwise direction for one half of the number of turnings you have 
counted before.

Step 9: Check the new setting. The sensitivity of the photocell is correctly set, if the yellow LED indicator lights up only 
by passing the label over the photocell.

9.6 Setting the position of the photocell F1
9.6.1 Setting the position of the photocell F1 (one label on the label roll)

The position of photocell F1 determines the position (length) of a detached label from the knife.

Step 1: Release the tightening of the handle.
Step 2: Roll up the rewind spool slowly by hand (10), so that the label is detached in the length of 3 to 5 mm from the 
edge of the knife.



screws (15T)

screws with nuts 
(15Y)
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Step 6: Check the length of the new detached label. 
 f If the detached length is adequate (3 to 5 mm from the edge of the knife), the setting is finished.
 f If the detached length is not adequate (less than 3 mm or more than 5 mm), the position of the photocell F1 

must correctly set: 

 - Step 6.1: Release the screws (15T) on the photocell holder, so that the photocell can be moved forward or 
backward. By moving the photocell in the direction towards the control panel, the length of the detached part 
of the label gets longer. By moving the photocell in the direction away from the control panel, the length of the 
detached part of the label gets shorter.

 - Step 6.2: By pressing the bottle base check the length of the detached part of the label. You can repeat Step 
6.1, if needed, until the length of the detached part of the label reaches the suitable length (3 to 5 mm from the 
edge of the knife). 

9.6.2 Setting the position of the photocell F1 (two labels on the label roll)

Step 3: Release the screws (15T) and move the photocell 10 to 15 mm further from the free space between two labels.

Step 4: Turn the switch S1 on the control panel to the 
position [1] (only the front label) and switch on the machine.

Step 5: Press the bottle base by hand. 

Turn the switch S1 to the position [2] – attaching the front and back label from one label roll. The setting procedure is the 
same as described in chapter 9.6.1.

It is important that you direct the photocell according to the label, which is to be attached on the bottle 
as first. If you are measuring the detached part of the label on the front label, you should also calibrate the 
photocell according to the front label.

9.6.3 Adjusting the position of the photocell (height regulation)

If the labels are too small or if the back 
label is lower than the front one and 
placed closer to the upper margin of the 
front label and is therefore not detected 
by the photocell, you can move the 
photocell up or down using the screws 
15Y. 

Slightly loosen the two nuts. Move 
the holder to the appropriate height. 
Tighten the nuts.



screws (15Z)
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9.7 Selection of the operating mode (switch S1)

Switch S1 is used to select the operating modes of the 
labelling machine:

 f position 1: attaching one label 
 f position 2: attaching two labels from one label roll

9.6.4 Displacing the photocell F1 onto the upper holder 

If the photocell still does not detect the free space between the labels, you can also shift it onto the upper holder and fix 
it with two screws (15Z). 

9.7.3 Setting the distance between the front and the back label (potentiometer P1)

The potentiometer P1 is used for setting the distance between the front and the back label on the bottle. The procedure 
goes as follows:

9.7.1 Attaching one label

Turn the switch S1 to the position [1] – one label.

Step 1: Release the blocking handle of the potentiometer.

Step 2: Normally the potentiometer is set on 0.50. To 
enlarge the distance between the front and back label, turn 
the potentiometer in the clockwise direction. To reduce 
the distance between the front and back label, turn the 
potentiometer in the counterclockwise direction. 

Step 3: When you reach the required distance, block the 
potentiometer P1 with the blocking handle. 

blocking handle of 
the potentiometer

potentiometer P1

9.7.2 Attaching two labels (from one label roll)

For attaching the front and back label turn the switch S1 to 
the position [2] - label and back label. Labels on the tape 
should be distributed alternately: front-back-front-back.

Blocking handle positions:
 f upper position - HANDLE RELEASED
 f lower position - HANDLE BLOCKED

Warning!
Before turning the potentiometer P1 release the blocking handle, otherwise you may damage the 
potentiometer.



blocking handle of 
the potentiometer

switch S2 potentiometer P2
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9.8 Additional photocell F2

The additional photocell F2 detects the existing label or 
emblem on the bottle/object and therefore enables a 
precise positioning of the label or the second label on the 
desired place on the bottle. 

Switches for adjusting the additional photocell F2:

 f switch S2 is used to switch on/off the additional 
photocell

 f potentiometer P2 is used for setting the distance 
between the existing and the additional label or the 
distance between the emblem and the label.

screw for adjusting the 
position of the photocell

photocell holder

9.8.1 Setting the position and sensitivity of the photocell F2

Step 1: Switch off the labelling machine (main switch in 
position 0).

Step 2: Put the bottle on the bottle base so that the object 
to be detected is facing the photocell.

Step 3: Loosen the screw on the photocell holder. Shift 
the photocell slightly above or below the object, which 
it is supposed to sense and direct it at an angle (30°– 40°) 
towards this object. Re-tighten the screw on the holder.

photocell 
functioning 

indicator

potentiometer for regulating  
the sensitivity of the photocell 

LED sensor indicator
(orange)

Setting the sensitivity of the photocell F2

IMPORTANT WARNING! 

During the process of setting the sensitivity of the photocell F2, the bottle should not touch the bottle 
base, because this could start the process of labeling. Hold the bottle so that it will be about 5 mm above 
the base.

Step 1: Switch on the labelling machine and turn the switch S2 to the working position.

Step 2:  Hold the bottle a little above the bottle base, so that the object to be detected is facing the photocell.

Step 3:
 f if the LED light is off move the photocell towards the object to be detected until the LED light lights up.
 f if the LED is already illuminated move the photocell away until the LED light goes off and then move it slowly 

nearer to the object to be detected. When the photocell detects the object (label, emblem) the LED indicator lights 
up. The setting procedure is finished.
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Step 2: Turn the bottle on the bottle base slightly, so that the photocell is directed towards the label. Turn the potentiometer 
by using a screwdriver, until the orange LED light on the photocell switches on.

9.8.2 Fine setting of the sensitivity of the photocell F2

IMPORTANT WARNING! 

During the process of setting the sensitivity of the photocell F2, the bottle should not touch the bottle 
base, because this could start the process of labeling. Hold the bottle so that it will be about 5 mm above 
the base.

In most cases you can adjust the photocell correctly just by setting it on the suitable height and direct it correctly towards 
the object.
If the photocell does not detect the object, which is quite common with labels of less distinct colour and with emblems, 
you have to calibrate the photocell correctly. You should regulate the photocell sensitivity with the potentiometer on the 
photocell.

Step 1: Turn the bottle on the bottle base, so that the photocell is directed towards an empty surface of the bottle. Turn 
the potentiometer by using a screwdriver, until the orange LED light on the photocell switches off.

potentiometer for setting 
the photocell sensitivity
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9.8.4 Setting the potentiometer P2

The potentiometer P2 is used for setting the distance between the existing and an additional label or between the 
emblem and the label. The procedure goes as follows:

9.8.3 Sensing the emblem on the bottle

In case that an additional photocell is used for sensing an emblem on the bottle, put the bottle on the bottle base in 
such a way that the object of sensing (an emblem, a blazon) is directed as close and as directly as possible towards the 
photocell. In this way the photocell senses the object and allows a correct attachment of the front and back label onto 
the bottle.

If the bottle is placed in such way that the object of sensing is too distanced from the photocell, the photocell senses it 
too late. In such case the bottle simply turns on the bottle base and the labels are not attached.

The setting of the photocell for sensing the emblem follows the procedure described in chapter 9.9.2 Fine setting of the 
sensitivity of the photocell F2.

Step 1: Release the blocking handle of the potentiometer.

Step 2: Normally the potentiometer is set on 0.50. To enlarge the distance between the front and back label, turn the 
potentiometer in the clockwise direction. To reduce the distance between the front and back label, turn the potentiometer 
in the counterclockwise direction. 

Step 3: When you reach the required distance, block the potentiometer P2 with the blocking handle. 

Blocking handle positions:
 f upper position - HANDLE RELEASED
 f lower position - HANDLE BLOCKED

Warning!

Before turning the potentiometer P2 release the blocking handle, otherwise you may damage the 
potentiometer.

blocking handle of the 
potentiometer

potentiometer P2
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10 MAINTENANCE 

When used correctly, the labeling machine does not require any special maintenance. After use clean the rollers and 
external surface of the labelling machine. 

11 SPARE PARTS

Spare parts are provided by the manufacturer. Order them directly from the manufacturer or its representative.  Damaged 
parts must be repaired or replaced by authorized service personnel only.

In case that the repair is carried out by an unauthorized service, the guarantee is no longer valid. Moreover, any repair 
which is not performed by a professional can represent danger for workmen who use the machine.

12 DISMANTLING THE LABELLING MACHINE

In case of destruction of the machine or its total wear, the device has to be dismantled. Its metal components (rust-
resistant, brass, iron parts), plastic components (PVC, plexiglass) and electro motors have to be separated. Be especially 
careful when collecting oil and fat from the drive joints – reduction gears.

Separated components of the machine need to be brought to the waste collection centre.

ΑΦΟΙ ΓΑΒΡΙΗΛΙΔΗ Α.Ε.Β.Ε.
Σταδίου 101, Τ.Κ. 59100 Βέροια

Τηλ. 23310 20262   Fax 23310 20263
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